National Promotion Fact Sheet
Please ensure you and your team read this fact sheet and understand this NP completely.

KEY DATES
Monday 4 April - NP Marketing Material couriered to all stores.
Tuesday 5 April - Auto Allocation of new ingredient by Bidfood.
Monday 11 April - Truffle Eggs Bene NP starts in all stores.
We recommend you install all NP Marketing Material after you close on Sunday so that it’s ready to go.

Tuesday 5 July - Truffle Eggs Bene NP ends in all stores.

OBJECTIVE
There are a number of objectives with the Truffle Eggs Bene national promotion:
Ÿ Provide customers with unique and developed meals featuring popular menu items that suit our target market.
Ÿ To increase transaction growth and overall sales by encouraging existing customers to return and new
customers to try us for the first time.
Ÿ Showcase the ‘Good Food’ that we want The Coffee Club to be better known for with tempting food
imagery and creative design.

PRODUCT AND PRICE
The Truffle Eggs Bene is unique to The Coffee Club and has been developed from
our standard Eggs Bene range from our menu with an exciting and delicious new
flavour twist to the hollandaise sauce, made with the addition of truffle. With it’s
unique and intense aroma, truffle is a prized culinary ingredient and a delicacy
which blends well and elevates the flavour profile of the traditional hollandaise
sauce.
Our standard Eggs Bene range is extremely popular with our customers as shown
by our menu sales data which sees these meals ranked within the top five best
selling menu items. Moreover, with the new truffle hollandaise sauce option, we
expect the Truffle Eggs Bene range to be even more popular and anticipate sales
increase for these items during the promotion period. On the right is the sell price
and food cost for the Truffle Eggs Bene range.

TRUFFLE EGGS BENE - BACON

SELL PRICE

FOOD COST

$23.00 26.40%

TRUFFLE EGGS BENE - SALMON

SELL PRICE

FOOD COST

$23.00 28.90%

RECIPE CARD, NEW INGREDIENT & AUTO ALLOCATION
The new Truffle Eggs Bene range is made in the exact same way as the standard
Eggs Bene range on our menu (including with the customer’s choice of Bacon,
Smoked Salmon or Mushrooms) with the only change being the addition of truffle to
the hollandaise sauce as mentioned above. The truffle hollandaise sauce is
extremely quick and easy to make and we have created a recipe card that shows
how to prepare this .
Please make sure you and your kitchen team review the truffle hollandaise sauce
recipe card provided with this Fact Sheet, as well as the existing recipe pages for
standard Eggs Bene range, and make a Truffle Eggs Bene at least once before the
start of the promotion. There is just one new ingredient required for the Truffle
Eggs Bene range - the Truffle Paste (NOT gluten free) used to make the truffle
hollandaise sauce - this will be auto allocated by Bidfood to all stores on approx.
Tuesday 5 April.

SUGGESTIVE SELLING & UPSELL IDEAS

TRUFFLE EGGS BENE - MUSHROOM

SELL PRICE

FOOD COST

$22.00 24.73%

Ristoris - Paste Champignon &
Black Truffle
Bidfood Code: 85036
Price: $23.46 + GST per 510gr jar
(2 x units auto allocated)

Where possible, each and every guest should be informed of the Truffle Eggs Bene range and that this
promotion is in store for a limited time only. It is most likely that the Truffle Eggs Bene range will be ordered for
breakfast or brunch, however it should still be recommended and promoted to guests throughout the whole
day. The key to all suggestive selling is to be natural. To do this effectively we suggest all team try a Truffle
Eggs Bene so that you can easily sell these based on your own experience tasting them. Some items that you
could easily upsell and add on to the Truffle Eggs Bene range are avocado and cheese kransky as well as
suggesting an upgrade to potato & herb rostis (in place of ciabatta). Below are some ways to suggest these
to customers.
$2.50

$5.40
$6.40

“Would you like to
upgrade your truffle
eggs bene to
potato & herb
rostis?”

“Would you like to
add a side of
avocado to your
truffle eggs bene?”

“Would you like to
add a side of
cheese kransky to
your truffle eggs bene?”

POS CHANGES
We will add buttons for the Truffle Eggs Bene range on your
POS System before the promotion begins. These will be located in
the National Promotions category as shown on the right.

VIP
The Truffle Eggs Bene range is valid with VIP benefits because
they are not already discounted in any other way.

IN-STORE ADVERTISING MATERIAL

NP Poster Inserts for
your Table Talkers.

Banner Posters for your Snap Frames.

ONLINE COVERAGE

A4 Poster to display on the front
of your Point of Sale Register.
This is supplied with double sided
tape ready for installation.

The Truffle Eggs Bene NP will be promoted
using digital and online media including:
EDM to all subscribers of our E-newsletter.
EDM to all VIP members with a valid email.
TCC’s Website page.
TCC’s Facebook and Instagram pages.

TV ADVERTISING

The Truffle Eggs Bene NP will be supported by
a strong national TV campaign which includes
commercials on channels TV1 & TV2 during May
and June.

A2 Posters for your Bank Stand.
If you usually display a blackboard in your
A2 frame, you may continue to do this, as long
as you display the Truffle Eggs Bene NP
Poster on at least one side.

DIGITAL ADVERTISING
The Truffle Eggs Bene NP will be
promoted with a strong digital advertising
campaign with ads on Youtube as well as
on TVNZ OnDemand.

CHECKLIST & KEY TASKS FOR SUCCESS
Please use the checklist below which lists all the key tasks that must be completed to ensure this NP is successful.
Please use the tick boxes on the left as a checklist.

Learn about the new Truffle Eggs Bene range NP:
Received a hard copy of the NP Fact Sheet and recipe card by mail and have read and understand it.
Display NP Fact Sheet in store for all team members to read through.
Advise all team members that they must read through the NP Fact sheet and become familiar with it.
Receive promotional material and auto allocation from Bidfood:
Have received all in store promotional material: banner posters, A2 posters, poster inserts for table talkers and
A4 poster for POS Register.
Have received auto allocation from Bidfood (2 x jars of Ristoris Truffle Paste).
Have checked and increased stock levels of key ingredients - Eggs, Bacon, Ciabatta etc.
Conduct Training session with team including:
Train FOH Team members about daily targets, product and sales opportunities.
Have made a Truffle Eggs Bene at least once as per the recipe provided.
Train BOH team members about product handling, food safety, meal preparation and presentation.
Product sampling for all team members so they can upsell the Truffle Eggs Bene range.
Day/night before NP promotion begins:
Remove old NP material and install the new Truffle Eggs Bene NP posters.
Have prepared a fresh batch of the truffle hollandaise sauce (labeled and dated accordingly).
All team are aware of the new promotion, and are excited and ready to start selling!

